Infant/Toddler Learning Experiences
Investigations
Develop an interest in learning about new things
when offered the opportunity. Children develop a
self-awareness of likes and dislikes as they
participate in science activities.

Wind: Recognizing and remembering
names of birds by how they look and
by what song they sing by using
books, CDs, binoculars, and other
exploratory tools.

Earth: Growing plants develops
math concepts including
comparisons: longer, longest,
shorter, & shortest.
Expose to new words through
puzzles and books about bugs,
butterflies, gardens, plants, oceans,
and other water bodies.

Water: Connecting
water tubes error to
make the tunnels
develops the
concept of
cause/effect and
trial & work.

Cognitive
Development

Introduce new vocabulary including
words related to the phases of
caterpillar metamorphosis. Use new
words and books about relevant
topics.

Learn rhyme schemes and musical
beats through song lyrics and
movements including “Way Up in the
Sky” & “There Was a Hole.”

Language
Communication

Expose to French
culture and
language through
translations of
words.

Build
competence &
confidence by
allowing children
to experiment
with tools when
building and
gardening.

Emotional
Development

Develop self-help skills including dressing self for
water play, putting on own shoes, pulling up own
pants, etc. Doing things independently helps children
gain a sense of accomplishment and self-esteem.

Converse with
peers about
experiment
findings and relate
to each other’s
experiences.
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Social
Development

Motor
Development
Water: Using large pools for
splashing, jumping and
sliding as well as connecting
water tubes and using small
paint brushes helps to
develop pincer grasp.
Pouring water in tables and
onto the garden enhances
motor development.

Socialize through dramatic play by
preparing and serving food from the
garden, sharing binoculars to
observe wildlife, and taking turns.

Learn to take turns through
many activities including
pouring water, using tools,
and adding ingredients to
compost.
Wind: Using real tools to help
build bird feeders and a bird bath,
and holding wind socks, kites, and
pinwheels help grasping muscles.
Pretending to fly by waving arms
helps gross motor development.

Earth: Using trowels and hands to dig
through dirt and soil and pushing seeds
into the ground and picking up small rocks
and bugs helps fine motor skill
development. Using big shovels and
carrying buckets of water develops gross
motor skills and muscles.

